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This invention relates to a garment, and con 
cerns particularly a shirt, or jacket type of gar 
ment embodying certain novel features of Con 
struction. 
One of the objects of the invention is to provide 

a garnent of unusual but attractive appearance, 
departing from the conventional type of Shirt 
or jacket. 
Another object is to provide a revolutionary 

style of collar construction for a shirt or jacket. 
A further object is to provide in a garment a 

collar of novel construction, having no conven 
tional collar points to become disarranged, Cut 
of shape, or otherwise, disheveled, the collar being 
at all times smoothly arranged on the body of 
the Wearer. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a, 

garment construction having the foregoing char 
acteristics Without Sacrificing any of the corn 
fort to the Wearer. 
These and other objects and advantages are 

attained by the means described herein and illus 
trated upon the accompanying drawing, in which: 

Fig. 1 is front view of the garment as it appeals 
upon the person of the wearer. 

Fig. 2 is a rear view of the same. 
Fig. 3 is a fragmental front view of the garment, 

showing the collar laid back to a V-neck, posi 
tion, part of the garment being broken, away to 
show its construction. 

Fig. 4 is a fragmental front view of the garment 
as Worn. With a four-in-hand tie, 

Fig. 5 is a view of the collar piece, partly folded 
and partly flattened, which forms part of the 
invention. 

Fig. 6 is a cross sectional view taken online 
6-6 of Fig. 5. 

Fig. 7 is a cross-sectional view taken on line 
7-7 of Fig. 5. 
The garment of the present invention is an 

innovation in shirt or jacket design, in that it 
departs from the conventional type, of collar con 
struction usually employed in garment manu 
facture. Because its novel construction the 
garment presents an unusually attractive ap 
pearance, whether worn with the collar closed 
at the neck, with or without a tie, as shown in 
Figs, 1 and 4, or Open at the neck, aS. in Fig. 3. 
The comfort of the wearer has not been sacri 
ficed, but, rather, if anything, enhanced, since he 
need no longer be concerned with unruly collar 
points. which often presented a problem in the 
conventional type of garment. As a study of the 
drawings will show, the usual collar points are 
non-existing in the garment of the present inven 
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tion; thus eliminating the problem of controlling 
collar points to maintain them in neat condition, 
much to the relief of the sartorially fastidious. 
The garment may be made with any of the 

Standardshirting or jacket materials, and, if de 
sired, parts of the garment may be made of one 
material or color, and other parts of a different 
color or material. The garment may be pro 
vided with long or short sleeves, the former being 
shown upon the drawings, it being understood. 
that the style of the garment is not to be-limited 
to the type exemplified. 
The principal parts of the garment comprise 

the right and left front panels. 9 and 0, the back 
panel 2, the sleeves 3 and 4, the collar 5, and 
the yoke; 6. The back is...shown as being in one 
piece, although it may be made with several 
panels if desired, and may be gathered at the back 
and yoke. Seam 7, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 
The front panels 9; and , commonly called 
fronts, extend vertically from the bottom or tail 
edge 8 of the garment to the shoulder seams 
9 and 2), and transversely from the meeting or 

closing edges 2 and 22 around to the side seams 
23 and 24, where the front panels meet the back 
2. The sleeves 3 and 4, of course, are stitched 

into the armscyes of the garment, in the usual 
manner, at the seams indicated at 25 and 26. One 
or more pockets 28 may be provided, either of the 
Set-in or patch type. 
The yoke 6.preferably comprises two or more 

thicknesses or layers of material, although a 
single panel may be used. The yoke is set into 
the-shirt in the usual manner, the method of in 
Serting and Sewing thereof being a matters of 
inmateriality to the invention. 

Except for the construction of the collar 5, the 
garment shown in the drawings is more or less 
conventional. Only that Stitching which refers 
to the collar construction is shown upon the 
drawings, it being understood that suitable stitch 
ing or Sewing is employed in joining together the 
component parts of garments at the seams here 
in before described. 
The collar 5 comprises an irregularly shaped 

piece of material 29, shown partly infolded condi 
tion and partly in flattened condition in Fig. 5. 
The central section 30, which connects the two 
wing-like members 3; and 32, forms the folded 
rear collar portion 33 of the completed garment. 

55 

The wing-like members. 3 and 32 overlap... the 
upper portions of the shirt front panels 9 and 
f0, respectively, as shown in Figs. 1, 3, and 4, 
extending from the central front collar meeting. 
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point 34 (Fig. 1), to each side seam 23 and 24 
beneath the armpits 35, Fig. 3. 
A major portion of the outline of the wings 3 

and 32 conforms to the outline of the upper por 
tions of the front shirt panels 9 and 0. The 
upper straight margins 35' and 36 are Sewed to 
the shirt along with the front panels 9 and it, 
at the shoulder seams 9 and 20, respectively, by 
means of stitching 38, while the arcuate margins 
39 and 40, form a portion of the armscyes to 
which the sleeves f3 and 4 are attached, the 
stitching of which is indicated at 4. The short 
margins 42 and 43, of the collar piece 29, are 
joined to the rear shirt panel 2 at the Side 
seams 23 and 24, as shown under the right sleeve at 35 in Fig. 3, the stitching thereof being 
shown at 44. ,, . . . 
The outer margin 45 of the wing connecting 

member 30, Fig. 5, is in detached relation to the 
back of the shirt, as shown in Fig. 2. Prior to 
sewing the collar piece 29 to the body of the shirt, 
a suitable hem 46, Figs. 5 and 6, may be provided 
on the collar piece margin 45. The relation of 
the collar 5 to the shirt, at the back thereof, is 
substantially the same as that of a conventional 
shirt or jacket, as will be understood from Fig. 2, 
the lower margin 45 being in detached relation 
ship, as hereinbefore recited. 
The inner margin 48 of the wing connector 30, 

Figs. 5, 6, and 7, may be attached to the yoke 6 
in the conventional manner, as shown at the seam 
49 in Figs. 1, 3, and 4, the stitching of which is 
indicated at 50. The collar is thus folded Sub 
stantially upon the longitudinal center line 4 of 
the wing connector 30. - 
The depending tabs 5? and 52 of the collar piece 

29 are suitably secured to the shirt front panels 
9 and e, respectively, in the following manner: 
The tabs 5 and 52 are turned under (tab 5 be 
ing shown in this position in Fig. 5), so that the 
marginal edges 53 and 54 of said tabs coincide 
with the meeting or closing edges 2 and 22 of 
the shirt fronts 9 and 0, the respective edges be 
ing stitched together as indicated at 55 in Figs. 
1 and 3. The tabs 5 and 52 may be of any de 
sired length, extending for the entire length of 
the front panels to the bottom or tail edge, if 
preferred. 
The final step in assembling the collar piece 

29 is to sew the lower margins 58 and 59 of the 
wing members 3 and 32 to the shirt front panels 
9 and O, as indicated at 60 and 6, respectively, 
in Figs. , 3, and 4. It will be noted that the 
stitching 60 and 6 extends from the side seams 
23 and 24 to a point 62 remote from the collar 
meeting point 34. Prior to applying the stitches 
60 and 6 which connect the wing members 3 
and 32 to the shirt fronts, the wing margins 58 
and 59 may be suitably hemmed to provide a fin 
ished edge thereto. The detached portions of the 
collar front between the stitching termini 62 and 
the collar meeting point 34 permit the Wearer of 
the garment to insert a necktie 63, Fig. 4, through 
the annular channel so provided, if he chooses. 
The loop or bight 64 of the tie 63 is indicated by 
broken lines in Fig. 4. 
An alternative construction of the shirt front 

panels is shown in Fig. 3. In the exemplified 
form, a major portion of the material of the shirt 
panels underlying the collar wing members 3f 
and 32 may be cut away as indicated at 65 in 
Fig. 3, in order to effect economy in the use of 
material. In this case, the wing members 3 and 
32 serve to complete. the front panels, the fin 
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ished garment giving no outward indication that 
the front panels have been cut away. 
Any One of several closure means for the gar 

ment may be employed, buttons 66 being indi 
cated upon the drawings. Other closure means 
may include slide fasteners, snaps, and the like. 
As herein disclosed, the garment of the present 

invention is so constructed as to provide advan 
tages never before attained in the art. The un 
usual collar effect is a radical departure from 
anything hitherto produced in the sartorial art, 
being both pleasing in appearance, and comfort 
able to the wearer. There are no collar points to 
bend outwardly from the shirt front or otherwise 
become awry, as in the conventional type of gar 
ment. The entire garment, whether buttoned at 
the neckline or worn open at the neck, as shown 
in Fig. 3, and whether or not worn with a neck 
tie, Scarf, or the like, presents a much desired 
novel effect never heretofore attained. 

It is to be understood, of course, the various 
Structural modifications may be made within the 
Scope of the appended claims, without departing 
from the Spirit of the invention. For instance, 
the tail portion may be eliminated and a waist 
band provided instead, the sleeves may be long or 
short or entirely omitted, and the pocket may be 
omitted or other pockets added. Furthermore, 
the width of the collar at the rear (Fig. 2) is not 
to be necessarily restricted to the width, shown, 
as it is possible to increase this dimension for the 
purpose of imparting a cape effect across the 
rear of the garment. In such a case it may be 
desirable to omit the yoke, and resort to the 
equally conventional practice of stitching the 
top of the shirt fronts to the top of the back at 
the shoulders; and in fact, the garment illus 
trated by the accompanying patent drawings may 
be so constructed in accordance with the com 
mon practice, if desired. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A shirt or jacket type of garment compris 

ing front sections and a back section terminating 
at their upper ends in a neck portion and being 
provided with armscyes, a foldover type of collar 
Secured to Said neck portion and a wing carried 
by each end of the outer collar fold at the front 
of the garment and extending in opposite direc 
tions across a front section of the garment and 
terminating adjacent an armscye, the front edges 
of Said Wings diverging downwardly and means 
for securing each wing to a front section of the 
garment. 

2. A shirt or jacket type of garment compris 
ing front sections and a back section terminating 
at their upper ends in a neck portion and being 
provided with armscyes, a foldover type of collar 
Secured to said neck portion and a wing carried 
by each end of the outer collar fold at the front 
of the garment and extending in opposite direc 
tions across a front section of the garment and 
terminating adjacent an armscye, the front edges 
of said Wings diverging downwardly and means 
for securing each Wing to a front section of the 
garment and to Said armscyes. 

3. A shirt or jacket type of garment compris 
ing front Sections and a back section terminating 
at their upper ends in a neck portion and being 
provided with armscyes, a foldover type of collar 
secured to said neck portion and a wing carried 
by each end of the outer collar fold at the front 
of the garment and extending in opposite direc 
tions across a front Section of the garment, and 
terminating adjacent the armscyes, the front 
edges of said wings diverging downwardly, and 
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ineans for securing each wing to a front section 
cf the garment, a portion of Said securing means 
extending along said diverging edge of the wing 
throughout only a portion of its length to provide 
an opening through which a tie may be passed. 

4. A shirt or jacket type garment comprising 
front sections and a back, both terminating at 
their upper ends in a neck portion and the gar 
ment, being provided at opposite sides with 
armscyes, a foldover collar comprising an inner 
and an outer layer for encircling the neck of the 
wearer with the inner layer Secured to said neck 
portion and the outer layer of said collar at each 
front end thereof being provided with a relatively 
wide Wing, each Wing extending from the center 
of the garment across a front section and ter 
minating adjacent an armscye and means for se 
Curing each Wing to the said front section. 

MONTIE. M. BROHARD, JR. 
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